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I recently bought a Razer BlackWidow Chroma RGB keyboard. It worked well for a while using the Razer Synapse software to change the light effects and macros, but now whenever I run Synapse with the keyboard connected, the software just says: To get started, please plug in the Razer Synapse enabled device. I tried to disable and plug back into the
keyboard, update the software, and restart the (Windows 10 64 bit) system, and it still doesn't work. The keyboard still works great as a keyboard, but Synapse software requires many of its other functions. tl;dr: reWASD software made Synapse (Razer Software) unable to recognize my Orbweaver if you are having problems with Synapse and got reWASD
(or maybe something like that), try to temporarily disable it while you get a razer synapse to work and then turn it on again, worked for me. So much trouble, but so simple a solution. 3 weeks ago I couldn't get into the Razer Synapse and change the settings for my Orbweaver, Synapse didn't seem to detect Orbweaver, even if it appeared on the device
manager, and the default buttons worked. But what's the point in Orbweaver if the buttons can't be reprogrammed. So I tried everything, was in contact with the support (they were good and went out of their way) but I just couldn't get orbweaver to be considered Synapse. I installed and reinstalled several times until I gave up, took many hours. But I like my
Orbweaver, I got frustrated about the finger gymnastics I had to do to play certain games, so I had to do a repeat. So I didn't stop, reset, didn't work. Tried a little harder, went to the registry and chose everything with Razer in it and did a thorough search, finally everything went, followed by instructions on how to make a clean installation, disable the virus
software, protector and firewall, still not working. Disappointment. But then I remembered that I downloaded reWASD because I wanted to properly reprogram my Xbox Elite controller, I thought maybe if I turned off that synapse would work. And hate and behold, he did at last! Happy ending. The latter, edited by Phantorang; 02.05.2019, 22:56. Hello! Thank
you so much for contacting us. This is a big surprise for us really. Can I get more information to investigate this issue properly? The first question is, what do you mean by turning it off? Have you stalled reWASD, killed its processes in the task manager or just turned off the reWASD remap? The second question is about Synapse. Do you use the third version
for your Orbweaver? Hello! 1. I killed the reWASD from the taskmanager, but I did not remove the reWASD (its set to start when the window starts, not sure if it's the default, here's how it works here) 2. Install Synapse and get all the updates etc and get into Settings 3. Start reWASD. So it was only a temporary problem, reWASD is working normally with
Synapse now. It wasn't a problem for me before, it was just something that happened, probably an update either from windows, razer or reWASD, I didn't Of course there are things that I can't be sure of, I can't be sure if it was just enough to stop the reWASD from running and then open the already installed Synapse or if I had to do as I did, install Synapse
while the reWASD doesn't work. And I can't be sure if I could just turn the reWASD remap off instead of killing the process into a task manager. I decided to do it carefully because I spent so much time uninstalling and reinstalling without luck and I didn't bother to check if I could do it differently, its a very frustrating job I talked razer live support and they told
me to do it: 1. Open Task Manager and finish all processes related to Razer and Synapse. 2. Open programs and features and remove Razer Synapse and Razer SDK Main Components. 3. Reboot your computer. 4. Delete all Razer folders you can find in C files: Program Files (x86) and C: Program Data. The program's data folder is installed to hide by
default, so you may need to change the folder option first. Windows 10 - Open File Explorer. Click on the view at the top left top left of file Explorer and look for a check box that says hidden items and put a check on it. The new window should pop up and under the view tab, choose the opportunity to show hidden files, folders or discs. 5. Open the device
manager and look for drivers of all Razer devices. To open the device manager, click Windows and r, type devmgmt.msc and click enter. 6. Remove all the drivers that you can find for Razer devices and make sure to choose the option to remove the drivers as well. 7. Reboot computer 8. Temporarily turn off the Windows firewall and antivirus program. 9.
Download the latest installer for Synapse here: amp;amp;nav=0,343,239 and run the installer as an administrator. 10. Fight with your account and wait for the update to finish. Continue rebooting after the update. What I've done, many times. Looked at different ways to completely remove all the remnants of any razer file, nothing worked, finally killing
reWASD (again, not sure if I actually had to kill it might be enough to just go out reWASD), at that point it felt like it was what decided it, but I still can't be 100% certain parts of the old driver raz wasn't working or that's not working properly. I've done this process so many times, so I decided to write this post in case someone else experienced a problem. I
found one other incident with the same problem as me when I was looking around for a solution, but it was just a matter of it, it seems he never went back to updating his post and say if he had solved it or not, so I had no idea if it was for the same reason, just that he had the same problem with Synapse without recognizing it as a razer mouse. Synapse
version of Synapse I downloaded on a bold but razer synapse automatic update and download of personal profiles and settings etc from the cloud, so when everything is updated with its Synapse 2.21.21.1 If there is something else I can help with, I'm happy to help. Help. edited by Phantorang; 02.05.2019, 09:37. Thank you so much for the details! Well,
we've had problems with Windows updates and device detection. The combination of Windows updates and reWASD updates may go wrong. Great that this issue was temporary. Huge relief, yay! reWASD allows itself to run Windows by default. You can turn off the autostart from Preferences (a badge in the bottom right corner of the main windows).
However, if you use it quite often and want configs to be applied automatically, it is better to keep the material of the pan on. Still quite interesting that you need to kill reWASD before installing Synapse. Synapse 2 works great on my computer along with reWASD, but you never know what might happen. We will try to study this issue from our side to find
possible causes. Yes, I had no problems before and it works as it should now Home / Forums / All Things Software / Razer Synapse / Dismiss Notice Some Razer services were used due to the unique circumstances COVID-19 created. We apologise for any inconvenience caused and appreciate your understanding at this critical time. The discussion at
Razer Synapse began on September 30, 2019. 52207 52164 Tags: orbweaver orbweaver chrome synapses 2 Flow status: Not open for further answers. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Stream status: Not open to further answers. Razer Synapse does not detect a mouse or other devices such as keyboards. It's frustrating. But don't panic! Many
people have decided mouse is not recognized Synapse with the solutions below. So try to fix the Razer Synapse without discovering the mouse quickly and easily, How to fix the Razer Synapse without detecting the mouse/keyboard- These are the solutions you can try. You don't have to try them all; Just work your way down until everything works again.
Note: The screenshot below comes from Windows 10, and fixes also work on Windows 8 and Windows 7.Fix 1: Fixing a hardware problemIf the mouse or keyboard is not detected by Razer Synapse, you should check the hardware connections to fix the problem. 1. Try another USB portIt's likely that a damaged USB port prevents your mouse from being
detected on your computer. So you can try different USB ports and connect again. 2. Try connecting to another computer To troubleshoot you can try to connect your mouse or keyboard to another computer and see if it works. If a mouse can be detected on this computer, there must be something wrong in this computer that can't detect and you can try the
solution in this post to fix it. If Razer Synapse still doesn't detect the mouse, it's your mouse problem probably and you can contact Razer Support to have your mouse repaired or Fix 2: Uninstall Razer SynapseYou can also try uninstalling Razer Synapse to fix the Razer Synapse without detecting the mouse or keyboard issue. Follow these steps:1) On the
keyboard click on on logo key and R at the same time to call Run box.2) Type appwiz.cpl and click OK.3) Find Razer Synapse in the program list and remove it from your computer.4) Go to C: Program Files (x86) Razer , click Hidden Elements, To make sure all the files are shown.5) Delete all the files in this folder.6) Go to C: , and make sure to check the
hidden items.7) Delete all the files in this folder.8) Restart the computer. Then reinstall Razer Synapse to see if it detects your mouse. Fix 3: Reinstalling driver of the corruption device in your computer can cause Razer Synapse not to detect the mouse. So you can remove the device driver and reinstall it to fix the problem.1) On the keyboard, press the
Windows and R logo at the same time to call Run box.2) Type devmgmt.msc and press Enter to open the Device Manager.3) Two clicks of the mouse and other pointing devices to expand it.4) Remove the driver for The Mouse and other pointing devices.5) Windows will reinstall the driver for the mouse and other devices with the indication. Check and see if
your mouse is detected on your computer and Razer Synapse.Fix 4: Updating RazerA device drivers missing or outdated mouse driver can cause razer Synapse does not detect the mouse, so you have to update the mouse driver in your computer. There are two ways to update the Razer mouse driver: manually and automatically. Manually update the
driver: you can go to the manufacturer's website, find the latest version of the mouse and install it in the computer. This requires time and computer skills. Automatic Driver Update: If you don't have the time or patience, you can do so automatically with Driver Easy.Driver Easy automatically recognizes your system and find the right drivers for it. You don't
need to know exactly which system your computer is running, you don't need to risk downloading and installing the wrong driver, and you don't have to worry about making a mistake when installing. You can update drivers automatically either FREE or Pro version of Driver Easy. But with the Pro version it only takes 2 clicks (and you get full support and a 30-
day money back guarantee):1) Download and install Driver Easy.2) Run Driver Easy and click Scan Now. The Easy Driver will scan your computer and detect any problems with drivers.3) Click the update button next to all tagged mice to automatically download the correct version of your driver (you can do so with the FREE version). Then install it in your
computer. Or click Update Everything to automatically download and install the correct version of all drivers that are missing or out of date in your system (this requires a Pro version - you will be asked to update when you click Update All.4) Reboot your computer to make the effect. Try plugging in the Razer mouse again, see if Razer Synapse detects a
mouse. Correction 5: Temporarily disabling antivirus software can prevent mouse from detection on your computer or Razer Synapse. If you use antivirus software such as Windows Defender, you can temporarily disconnect it from your computer and then try using the mouse again to see if it works. So you have - five effective methods to fix the Razer
Synapse without detecting a mouse problem in your computer. You can leave your comment below and let us know what methods help. If you have any questions, feel free to let us know and we will do our best to help. Help. razer synapse 3 not detecting orbweaver
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